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VIBRATORY BEHAVIOR OF ROLLING ELEMENT 
BEARINGS, A LAGRANGIAN APPROACH 
 
PHANIKRISHNA KALAPALA 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
 
Vibratory behavior of a rolling element bearing on a horizontal rotor is studied in this 
work. This Thesis analyzes the dynamics of a typical roller bearing as a result of internal 
excitations. These internal excitations stem from the geometric deviations of the 
interacting surfaces from their ideal geometry. Such deviations in turn are the results of 
either manufacturing limitations or normal wear of the bearing surfaces. Lagrangian 
approach is implemented to derive the dynamic equations of motion. Matlab is used to 
solve the equation of motion of governing the vibrations of the system. Parametric studies 
are conducted to provide results for several excitation levels. The study shows, that for a 
surface waviness of 0.00001 (mm), the roller’s radial displacement is about 1.5*10-6 
(mm) under a linear analysis for a shaft speed of 2000rpm. Consideration of non-linear 
analysis predicted 2*10
-15
 (mm) for the roller radial displacement in response to the same 
surface condition. For shaft speeds of 2400 rpm, 3000 rpm, and 4000 rpm, the roller 
radial displacements for linear analysis are 8.5*10
-7
, 8*10
-7
, and 6*10
-7
 (mm) 
respectively.  And for nonlinear analysis are 8*10
-15
, 2*10
-16
, 6*10
-16
 respectively. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Overview of Vibrations in a Rolling Element Bearing 
 
Bearing vibrations play an important role in the dynamics of machines. As the demand 
for high speed rolling element bearings increases, it is important the bearings run 
smoothly, with long life. Because of the non linear behavior of the bearings, vibrations 
are hard to predict. A major source of non linear behavior in a bearing is attributed to the 
Hertzian contact. The analysis of vibrations caused by rolling element bearing gives 
important information to analyze the rotor dynamics of the system. The non linear 
behavior of the bearing makes the system extremely sensitive to initial conditions. The 
sources of vibrations in a bearing are due to varying compliance of the structure, external 
disturbances, and internal excitations. Internal excitations stem from geometric deviations 
of the interacting surfaces from their idle geometry. These deviations in turn are the 
results of either manufacturing limitations or normal wear of the bearing surface. 
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1.2 Literature Review 
 
Perret [1] and Meldau [2] were the first to work on the BPV (ball passage vibrations) as a 
static running accuracy problem. They stated that the bearing may run smoother by 
increasing the number of rollers in the bearing system. Gustafson et al. [3] studied the 
effect of waviness of the interacting surfaces and stated that the amplitude of vibrations 
depends on radial load, radial clearance, and rotational speed. Meyer et al. [4] 
theoretically arrived at the same conclusion as Gustafson for a perfect radial ball bearing. 
Gad et al. [5] showed that resonance occurs when BPF (ball passage frequency) coincides 
with frequency of the system. He also stated that for certain speeds BPF can exhibit sub 
and super harmonic vibratory behavior. Aktürk et al. [6] did theoretical investigation on 
the effect of varying pre-load on the vibration characteristics of a rotor bearing system. 
He suggested that by taking correct number of balls and amount of pre-load in a bearing 
troublesome effect of the BPV can be reduced. Harsha et al. [7] analyzed the non-linear 
dynamic response of a balanced rotor supported on a rolling element bearing. They stated 
that most severe vibrations occur when the varying compliance frequency and its 
harmonics match with the natural frequency of the bearing system. Fukata et al. [8] 
studied the varying compliance vibrations and non-linear dynamic response for the ball 
bearing supported by a horizontal rotor with constant vertical force. He showed more 
detailed regimes of sub and super harmonic vibratory behavior of the bearing. Rubio et 
al. [9] studied the dynamics of rolling element bearing system using Lagrangian model. 
They tried to analyze the bearing system using Lagrangian model and compared the 
results with those obtained by FEM code. 
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1.3 Objective 
 
The objective of this thesis is to implement Lagrangian method to study vibrations of a 
bearing system as a result of geometric inaccuracies in bearing surfaces. The equations of 
motion of the bearing system are to be developed and discussed. The governing equations 
of motion will be ordinary differential equations which are to be solved using Matlab. 
Linear and non-linear analysis will be considered in this work. Parametric studies will be 
performed to examine the influence of surface inaccuracies in vibrations in a bearing 
system. 
 
1.4 Composition of Thesis 
 
This thesis is organized according to the following sequence. Chapter II consists of linear 
analysis of equations of motion derived for a bearing with inner race surface waviness 
and for elliptical shape inner race. Chapter III consists of non-linear analysis of equations 
of motion derived for a bearing with inner race surface waviness and for elliptical shape 
inner race. Parametric studies are carried out in the following chapter and results are 
obtained and discussed. 
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CHAPTER ІІ 
LINEAR ANALYSIS OF A BEARING WITH GEOMETRIC 
IRREGULARITES 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter, a mathematical model governing the vibratory behavior of a roller bearing 
system is developed. The model is linear and the inner race of the bearing is assumed to 
have geometric surface waviness. Additionally, the inner race is assumed to have an 
elliptical shape. 
 
2.1 Equations of Motion for the Bearing system 
 Consider a roller bearing system with its inner race rigidly fixed to a shaft and the outer 
race of the bearing is fixed to a rigid support. A schematic diagram of rolling element 
bearing is shown in Fig. 2.1. 
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j
Stationary outer 
race
Outer race
Roller or 
ball
Inner race
W
 
Fig. 2.1: A Schematic Diagram of Rolling Element Bearing 
 
Derivation of Governing Equations of Motion for Linear Analysis 
To develop the equations of motion, the following assumptions are made: 
 Small elastic deformations of the rolling elements and the races 
 The rolling elements, the inner race, the outer race, and the rotor have motions 
in the plane of bearing only. 
 The rollers are assumed to have no skewing. Hence there is no interaction of the 
corners of rollers with the flanges of the races. 
 There is no slipping of the balls as they roll on the surface of races. 
 The structural damping of a ball bearing is very small, and therefore ignored.  
 It is assumed that the rollers have constant angular separation (β), hence there is 
no interaction between rolling elements           
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The equations of motion that describes the dynamic behavior of the complete model can 
be derived by using Lagrange’s equation for a set of independent generalized coordinates, 
as: 
                                              
     
 ( )
d T T V
f
dt p p p
  
  
  
                                     (2.1)
 
           
                                                                                                                          
 
Where T is kinetic energy, V is potential energy, p is a vector with generalized degree-of-
freedom coordinate and f is a vector of generalized force. The kinetic energy and 
potential energy can be derived separately for rolling elements, inner race and outer race. 
 
2.1.1 Total Kinetic Energy for Bearing System 
 
The total kinetic energy (T) of the rotor bearing system is the sum of the kinetic energies 
of the rolling elements, inner race, and outer race. 
                                                  T = Tr.e. + Ti-race + To-race                                                                   (2.2) 
The subscripts r.e., i-race and o-race refers to “rolling elements”, “the inner race” and 
“the outer race” respectively. Fig. 2.2 is a schematic view of a spring-mass system used 
to describe the kinetic energy of the bearing. 
2.1.1.1. Contribution of Outer race to the kinetic energy of the bearing 
Since the outer race of the bearing is assumed to be fixed, the angular and radial 
velocities of the outer race will be zero, therefore the kinetic energy of the bearing 
contributed by the outer race will be zero. 
      0o raceT    
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Fig. 2.2:  Spring-Mass System of the Bearing for Kinetic Energy 
 
2.1.1.2. Contribution of inner race to the kinetic energy of the bearing 
Apart from small local deformations, the inner race is considered as a rigid body. The 
kinetic energy of the inner race about its center of mass is evaluated in x- and y- frames. 
The position of the center of the moving frame with respect to reference frame is 
described by transitional degrees of freedom (DOF)  inx  and iny . 
The kinetic energy expression for the inner race is: 
                                              
  2_
1 1
2 2
i race in in in in inT m I                                          (2.3)                             
 
Where min is mass of inner race and Iin is the moment of inertia of inner race. 
in is the angular velocity of inner race.
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The displacement vector showing the location of the inner race center with respect to the 
outer race center is 
                                                 ˆ ˆin in out in outx x i y y j                                           (2.4) 
Differentiating  rin  with respect to time (t) and substitute in Eq. (3) gives: 
                                               2 2 2_
1 1
2 2
i race in in in in inT m x y I                                         (2.5) 
 
2.1.1.3. Contribution of rolling element to the kinetic energy of the bearing 
        The rolling elements are also considered as rigid bodies. For describing their kinetic 
energy, the position of the each rolling element is described by 3 transitional degrees of 
freedom,
 j
 , j  and j  (velocity of the roller along the contact, velocity of the roller 
along the center of gravity , and angular velocity of the roller along its axis respectively)         
The kinetic energy of all the rolling elements is the summation of each roller. 
                                                              
. .
1
bN
r e j
j
T T

                                                        (2.6) 
The position of the center of the roller is defined with respect to the center of outer race, 
therefore the kinetic energy of the rolling elements can be written as: 
                                  2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1
( )
2 2 2 2
j r j r j r j r in inT m m I m x y                                 (2.7) 
There are two unknown speeds, namely the angular velocity of the roller about its own 
axis, and the velocity of the roller about the center of inner race. In order to determine 
these two velocity components we have to conduct kinematic analysis to determine these 
speeds. 
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arm
Fixed outer race
Inner race
roller
O
 
Fig. 2.3:  Kinematic Analysis of the Bearing System 
 
The kinematics of a typical planetary gear train with a sun gear, planet gear, and a carrier 
arm can be used to undertake this kinematic analysis. Table: 1 summarizes the speeds 
which are unknown (Angular velocity of the roller about its own axis and Velocity of the 
roller about the center of the inner race) 
 
Using Fig. 2.3 we try to derive the expression for the unknown speeds. 
Arm Inner race Roller Outer race 
0 + M -(rin/rb)*M -(rin/rout)*M 
N N N N 
N M+ N -(rin/rb)*M + N -(rin/rout)*M + N 
 
Table: 1 Velocity from Kinematic Analysis of the Bearing System 
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            M +N is the angular velocity of inner race 
           in  is the angular velocity of inner race, therefore M +N  = in  
Since the outer race is fixed, * 0in
out
r
M N
r
 
   
 
 
Therefore 
*
( )
in in
arm
in out
r
N
r r

  

 and 
 
*out in
out in
r
M
r r

 
    
    
       
           Angular velocity of the roller is - (rin/rb)*M + N 
 
Substituting the values of M and N in above equation gives the angular velocity of roller 
about its own axis ( j ). 
                                               
( )
* *
( )
in b out
j in
in out b
r r r
r r r
 



                                       (2.8)                             
 
The velocity of the roller about the center of inner race is 
                                                         *j in b armr r                                                    (2.9) 
Substituting the value of arm  in the above equation, the velocity of the roller about its 
center of gravity is: 
 
                                                 ( )* *
( )
in
j in b in
out in
r
r r
r r
  

                                       (2.10) 
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 Let’s assume  
( )
*
( )
in b out
in out b
r r r
A
r r r



  and  ( )*
( )
in
in b
in out
r
B r r
r r
 

 
          
Substituting the above velocities in Eq. (2.7) gives the kinetic energy of each roller  
                                 
                                 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1
( ) ( )
2 2 2
j r j r r in r in inT m m B I A m x y                          (2.11)
  
                      
                                          
And the total kinetic energy of the rolling elements is 
                          
   2 2 2 2 2 2
. .
1
1 1 1
( ) ( )
2 2 2
bN
r e r j r r in r in in
j
T m m B I A m x y 

                      (2.12) 
 
The total kinetic energy of the bearing system (T) is 
    
    2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1
1 1 1 1 1
( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2 2 2
bN
in in in in in r j r r in r in in
j
T m x y I m m B I A m x y  

           
                                                                                                            .......................   (2.13) 
 
2.1.2 Total Potential Energy for Bearing System 
Fig. 2.4 is a spring-mass system proposed to describe the potential energy of the bearing. 
Total potential energy (V) of the rotor bearing system is the sum of the potential energies 
of the rolling elements and inner race. Here, as mentioned before, the outer race is 
assumed to be fixed. 
                                                           V = Vr.e + Vi-race                                                                          (2.14) 
12 
 
The contact between rollers and races is treated as linear springs and the springs acting 
only in compression simulate the contact deformation and the resultant restoring forces. 
outerO
inerO
inrk
outrk
j

in
roller
roller
Fixed Outer race
Inner race
Waviness of 
Outer race
Waviness of Inner 
race
noy
niy
inxk
inyk
Y
-A
x
is
X-Axis
 
               Fig.2. 4:  Spring-Mass System of the Bearing for Potential Energy 
 
2.1.2.1. Contribution of inner race to the potential energy of the bearing 
The inner race is considered as a rigid body. The restoring force interacted between the 
rolling elements and the race is assumed to follow that of linear spring model. A more 
realistic model for this restoring force will be considered in the next chapter as a non-
linear Hertzian contact spring. Fig. 2.5 shows the linear contact of the inner race with 
roller.  
The potential energy of inner race is: 
                                                    2 2
1 1
2 2
i race inx in iny inV k x k y                                          (2.15)  
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Where kinx and kiny are the linear stiffness resulting from the structural support of the 
inner race.  
Stiffness of the inner race along x- and y- directions is: 
                                        
77.055*10irxk      N/mm 
                                        
77.055*10iryk      N/mm 
 
2.1.1.2.2. Contribution of rolling element to the potential energy of the bearing 
The contacts between rolling elements and the race are treated as linear springs, whose 
stiffness’s are derived by Hertzian theory of elasticity. The analysis performed in this 
chapter assumes that the Hertzian deflection at the ball-race interface is very small, 
therefore the non-linear behavior of the stiffness can be treated as linear spring. The 
expression of potential energy due to the contact deformation of springs is: 
 
                                                  2 2
. .
1 1
2 2
r e inr inr outr outrV k k                                            (2.16)   
Where kinr and koutr are the linear stiffness due to Hertzian contact effects of the roller at 
inner and outer races respectively, for contacting bodies made of steel, the stiffness of the 
bearing between two contacting and deforming surface is given as[12]: 
                                                      77.055*10 *inr inrk      N/mm                            (2.17) 
                                                    77.055*10 *outr outrk     N/mm                            (2.18) 
Where inr  is the deformation at contact points between the rolling element and inner 
race. 
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outr  is the deformation at contact points between the rolling element and outer race. 
  
The deformation at contact points between the rolling element and inner race is: 
                                                            inr j wirs                                                       (2.19)  
Where j  is deflection of the roller. 
The deformation at contact points between the rolling element and outer race is: 
                                                           outr j wors                                                    (2.20)  
Here, wirs  is the surface waviness of inner race and wors  is the surface waviness of outer 
race. 
 
Referring to Fig2.4, the surface waviness of the inner race is modeled as: 
                                                        wirs sinin wi iny n t                                              (2.21) 
win  is the number of waves on the surface of inner race and iny  is the amplitude of 
surface waviness of inner race. 
 
Referring to Fig2.4, the surface waviness of the outer race is modeled as: 
                                                        wors sinout wo iny n t                                            (2.22) 
won  is the number of waves on the surface of outer race and outy  is the amplitude of 
surface waviness of outer race. 
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Substituting equations (2.17) and (2.18) in (2.16) gives the potential energy of the rolling 
elements: 
                                      2 2
. .
1 1
( ) ( )
2 2
r e inr j wir outr j worV k s k s                                  (2.23)   
Expanding E.q  (2.23) yields, 
                  2 2 2
. .
1 1 1
( ) ( )
2 2 2
r e inr outr j inr wir outr wor j inr wir outr worV k k k s k s k s k s                      
             ..................    (2.24) 
The total potential energy of the bearing system is: 
2 2 2 2 21 1 1 1 1( ) ( )
2 2 2 2 2
inx in iny in inr outr j inr wir outr wor j inr wir outr worV k x k y k k k s k s k s k s          
                                                                                                                 ….….........   (2.25) 
where j= 1, 2, 3,……., Nb 
 
 
2.1.3 Lagrangian Equation of Motion for Linear Analysis 
Equations of motion for the bearing system are derived by using Lagrangian equation. 
                                              
     
 ( )
d T T V
f
dt p p p
  
  
  
 
The kinetic energy and potential energy derived for the inner race, outer race,  and roller 
can be differentiated with respect to j (j = 1, 2,……, Nb), j , 
 xin , in
x , yin, and iny   to 
obtain the equations of motion. 
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2.1.3.1 Equation of Motion for j  
For generalized coordinate j  
the equation of motion is: 
Differentiating Eq. (2.13) with j  gives: 
                                                            
  r jj
T
m 




                                                  (2.26) 
where j= 1, 2, 3,……., Nb 
 
Differentiating Eq. (2.26) with t gives: 
                                                       
  r jj
d T
m
dt


 
  
 
 
                                              (2.27) 
where j= 1, 2, 3,……., Nb 
 
Differentiating Eq. (2.13) with j  gives: 
                                                               
 
0
j
T




                                                      (2.28) 
 
Differentiating Eq. (2.25) with j  gives:    
                        
           
 
  ( )inr outr j inr wir outr wor
j
V
k k k s k s


     
                         (2.29) 
where j= 1, 2, 3,……., Nb 
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Substituting Eq. (2.27), Eq. (2.28) & Eq. (2.29) in Eq. (2.1) gives equation of motion for 
generalized coordinate j   
                                    ( ) 0r j inr outr j inr wir outr worm k k k s k s                             (2.30) 
where j = 1, 2, 3,…, Nb 
Here inr wirk s  and outr work s  can be taken to the right hand side of the equation, which 
represent the forcing function of this equation. 
 
2.1.3.2 Equation of Motion for the generalized coordinate inx  
Equation of motion for inx is derived by substituting the kinetic energy and potential 
energy of the inner race in Eq. (2.1). 
Differentiating Eq. (2.13) with inx   gives: 
                                                      
 
( )r in in
in
T
m m x
x

 

                                            (2.31)  
Differentiating Eq. (2.31) with t gives: 
                                                  
 
( )r in in
in
d T
m m x
dt x
 
    
                                         (2.32) 
Differentiating Eq. (2.13) with inx  gives: 
                                                                0
in
T
x



                                                        (2.33) 
Differentiating Eq. (2.25) with inx  gives: 
                                                              inx in
in
V
k x
x



                                                   (2.34) 
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Substituting Eq. (2.32), Eq. (2.33) & Eq. (2.34) in Eq. (2.1) gives equation of motion for 
generalized coordinate inx  
                                                  ( )in r in inx inm m x k x f                                           (2.35) 
Here the excitation force of the inner race equation along x- direction is assumed to be 
the result of an imbalance force of the rotor, which is given by the expression: 
                                                          cos( * )u inf F t                                              (2.36) 
Where Fu is the rotor imbalance force, 
                        
                                  
2* *u rotor inF m e                                                 (2.37) 
 in  is the angular velocity of inner race and e is the eccentricity of the rotor center of 
mass along its geometric center of rotation. 
 
2.1.3.2 Equation of Motion for generalized coordinate iny  
Equation of motion for iny  is derived by substituting the kinetic energy and potential 
energy of the inner race in Eq. (2.1). 
Differentiating Eq. (2.13) with iny   gives: 
                                                      
 
( )r in in
in
T
m m y
y

 

                                            (2.38)  
 
Differentiating Eq. (2.38) with t gives: 
                                                  
 
( )r in in
in
d T
m m y
dt y
 
    
                                       (2.39) 
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Differentiating Eq. (2.13) with iny  gives: 
                                                                 0
in
T
y



                                                       (2.40) 
Differentiating Eq. (2.25) with iny  gives: 
                                                              iny in
in
V
k y
y



                                                   (2.41)                                   
 
Substituting Eq. (2.395), Eq. (2.40) & Eq. (2.41) in Eq. (2.1) gives equation of motion for 
generalized coordinate iny  
                                                  ( )in r in iny inm m y k y f                                          (2.42) 
  
Here the excitation force of the inner race equation along y- direction is assumed to be 
the result of an imbalance force of the rotor, which is given by the expression: 
                                                     sin( * )u inf W F t                                             (2.43) 
Where W is the Radial load on the bearing and  Fu is the rotor imbalance force, 
                          
                            
2* *u rotor inF m e                                                     (2.44) 
 in  is the angular velocity of inner race and e is the eccentricity of the rotor center of 
mass along its geometric center of rotation. 
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2.2 Equation of Motion for Linear Analysis of an Elliptical Shape Inner 
race 
 Consider a roller bearing system with an elliptical shape inner race rigidly fixed to a 
shaft and the outer race of the bearing is fixed to a rigid support. For determining the 
structural vibration characteristics of the ball bearing, the bearing assembly can be 
considered as spring mass system. A schematic diagram of rolling element bearing is 
shown in Fig. 2.6 
Stationary outer 
race
j
Elliptical Inner race
Roller or Ball
Outer race
W
 
Fig. 2.6: A Schematic Diagram of Rolling Element Bearing for Elliptical Inner Race
 
 
The equations of motion for linear analysis of the elliptical shape inner race are the same 
as of circular inner race with geometric irregularities. 
Therefore the total kinetic energy and potential energy of the elliptical inner race were 
same as circular inner race. 
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Lagrangian Equation of Motion for Linear Analysis 
Equations of motion for the bearing system are derived by using Lagrangian equation. 
                                              
     
 ( )
d T T V
f
dt p p p
  
  
  
 
The kinetic energy and potential energy derived for the inner race, outer race,  and roller 
can be differentiated with respect to j (j = 1, 2,……, Nb), j , 
 xin , in
x , yin, and iny   to 
obtain the equations of motion. 
2.2.1 Equation of Motion for j   (elliptical inner race) 
 
                                    ( ) 0r j inr outr j inr wir outr worm k k k s k s                               (2.45) 
Where j = 1, 2, 3,…, Nb 
wirs  is the surface waviness of elliptical shape inner race and wors  is the surface waviness 
of outer race. 
Referring to Fig2.4, the surface waviness of the elliptical inner race is defined as: 
                                                  wir 1 sin  s wi inin n ty                                        (2.46) 
win  is the number of waves on the surface of inner race and iny  is the amplitude of 
surface waviness of inner race. 
The outer race of the elliptical inner race bearing does not have any surface roughness. 
Therefore,                                                wor 0s   
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2.2.2 Equation of Motion for the generalized coordinate inx  (elliptical inner race)      
                                                  ( )in r in inx inm m x k x f                                           (2.47) 
Here the excitation force acting upon the inner race in x-direction is assumed to be the 
result of an imbalance force of the rotor, which is given by the expression:                                                        
                                                          cos( * )u inf F t                                              (2.48) 
Where Fu is the rotor imbalance force, 
                          
                               
2* *u rotor inF m e                                                  (2.49) 
in  is the angular velocity of inner race and e is the eccentricity of the rotor center of 
mass along its geometric center of rotation. 
2.2.3 Equation of Motion for the generalized coordinate iny  (elliptical inner race)                
                                                  ( )in r in iny inm m y k y f                                          (2.50)  
Here the excitation force acting upon the inner race in y-direction is assumed to be the 
result of an imbalance force of the rotor, which is given by the expression: 
                                                      sin( * )u inf W F t                                            (2.51) 
Where W is the Radial load on the bearing and  Fu is the rotor imbalance force, 
                          
                               
2* *u rotor inF m e                                                  (2.52) 
 in  is the angular velocity of inner race and e is the eccentricity of the rotor center of 
mass along its geometric center of rotation. 
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CHAPTER ІIІ 
 
NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS OF A BEARING WITH 
GEOMETRIC IRREGULARITES 
 
  
In this chapter, a mathematical model is formed for generating equations of motions in 
roller bearing system for Non-linear analysis of the inner race with surface waviness and 
elliptical shape inner race and these equations are later solved. 
 
3.1 Equations of Motion for the Bearing System 
3.1.1 Total Kinetic Energy for Bearing System 
The total kinetic energy of the bearing system for non linear analysis will remain same as 
that of linear analysis. 
Therefore the total kinetic energy of the bearing system referring to Eq. (2.13) is: 
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2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1
1 1 1 1 1
( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2 2 2
bN
in in in in in r j r r in r in in
j
T m x y I m m B I A m x y  

         
                                                                                    ……………………….   (3.1)       
 
3.1.2 Total Potential Energy for Bearing System 
 
 c
o
n
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o
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e 
F
deflection 
 
                                Fig: 3.1 Non-Linear Analyses for Bearing System 
 
3.1.2.1. Contribution of inner race to the potential energy of the bearing 
The contribution of the inner race to the potential energy of the bearing will be same as 
that of linear analysis. 
Referring to Eq. (2.15) the potential energy of inner race is: 
                                                  2 2
1 1
2 2
i race inx in iny inV k x k y                                              (3.2) 
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3.1.2.2. Contribution of rolling element to the potential energy of the bearing 
For more realistic contact stiffness, the force induced in deflection of a nonlinear spring 
can be expressed as: 
                                                                 
* 3F k                                                        (3.3)   
Where k is the stiffness and  is the spring deflection. 
Therefore the potential energy is: 
                                                               3
0
V k d

                                                       (3.4) 
                                                                4
1
4
V k                                                       (3.5) 
The potential energy stored in the roller is therefore: 
                                                  4 4
. .
1 1
4 4
r e inr inr outr outrV k k                                             (3.6) 
 
Substituting Eq. (2.17) and Eq. (2.18) in Eq. (3.6) gives: 
                                        
4 4
. .
1 1
4 4
r e inr j wir outr j worV k s k s                                   (3.7)           
 
The total potential energy of the bearing system is:      
                           
4 4
2 21 1 1 1
2 2 4 4
inx in iny in inr j wir outr j worV k x k y k s k s                     (3.8) 
Where j=1,2,3,.,.,.,.,.,Nb 
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3.1.3 Lagrangian Equation of Motion for Non Linear Analysis 
Equations of motion for the bearing system are derived by using Lagrangian equation. 
                         
                    
     
 ( )
d T T V
f
dt p p p
  
  
  
                 ………….    (3.0) 
The kinetic energy and potential energy derived for the inner race, outer race,  and roller 
can be differentiated with respect to j (j = 1, 2,……, Nb), j , 
 xin , in
x , yin, and iny   to 
obtain the equations of motion. 
 
3.1.3.1 Equation of Motion for j  
For generalized coordinate j  
the equation of motion is: 
Differentiating Eq. (3.1) with j  gives: 
                                                         
  r jj
T
m 




                                                       (3.9) 
Differentiating Eq. (3.9) with t gives: 
                                                        
  r jj
d T
m
dt


 
  
 
 
                                             (3.10) 
Differentiating Eq. (3.1) with j  gives: 
                                                                
 
0
j
T




                                                     (3.11) 
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Differentiating Eq. (3.8) with j  gives: 
                                         
3 3( ) ( )inr j wir outr j wor
j
V
k s k s 


   

                               (3.12) 
 
Substituting Eq. (3.10), Eq. (3.11) & Eq. (3.12) in Eq. (3.0) gives equation of motion for 
generalized coordinate j   
                                     
3 3( ) ( ) 0r j inr j wir outr j worm k s k s                                   (3.13) 
Expanding Eq. (3.13) 
  3 2 2 2 2 3 33 3 3 3 0r j inr outr j inr j wir inr j wir outr j wor outr j wor in wir out worm k k k s k s k s k s k s k s                
                                                                                                       …………………   (3.14) 
Where j = 1, 2, 3,…, Nb 
 
Here the expressions 
3
in wirk s   and   
3
out work s can be moved to the right hand side of the 
equation, and it is considered as a forcing function of the equation.                                                                                                                   
 
3.1.3.2 Equation of Motion for the generalized coordinate inx  
Equation of motion for inx is derived by substituting the kinetic energy and potential 
energy of the inner race in Eq. (3.0). 
Differentiating Eq. (3.1) with inx   gives: 
                                                      
 
( )r in in
in
T
m m x
x

 

                                            (3.15)  
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Differentiating Eq. (3.15) with t gives: 
                                                   
 
( )r in in
in
d T
m m x
dt x
 
    
                                        (3.16) 
Differentiating Eq. (3.1) with inx  gives: 
                                                                 0
in
T
x



                                                       (3.17) 
 
Differentiating Eq. (3.8) with inx  gives: 
                                                              inx in
in
V
k x
x



                                                   (3.18) 
                                   
Substituting Eq. (3.16), Eq. (3.17) & Eq. (3.18) in Eq. (3.0) gives equation of motion for 
generalized coordinate inx  
                                                   ( )in r in inx inm m x k x f                                          (3.19) 
Here the excitation force acting upon the inner race along x-direction is assumed to be the 
result of an imbalance force of the rotor, which is given by the expression: 
                                                          cos( * )u inf F t                                              (3.20) 
Where Fu is the rotor imbalance force, 
                        
                                  
2* *u rotor inF m e                                      
 in  is the angular velocity of inner race and e is the eccentricity of the rotor center of 
mass along its geometric center of rotation.  
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3.1.3.2 Equation of Motion for the generalized coordinate iny  
Equation of motion for iny  is derived by substituting the kinetic energy and potential 
energy of the inner race in Eq. (3.0). 
Differentiating Eq. (3.1) with iny   gives:      
                                                      
 
( )r in in
in
T
m m y
y

 

                                            (3.21)  
 
Differentiating Eq. (3.22) with t gives: 
                                                  
 
( )r in in
in
d T
m m y
dt y
 
    
                                       (3.22) 
 
Differentiating Eq. (3.1) with iny  gives: 
                                                                 0
in
T
y



                                                       (3.23) 
 
Differentiating Eq. (3.8) with iny  gives: 
                                                              iny in
in
V
k y
y



                                                   (3.24)                                   
Substituting Eq. (3.22), Eq. (3.23) & Eq. (3.24) in Eq. (3.0) gives equation of motion for 
generalized coordinate iny  
                                                  ( )in r in iny inm m y k y f                                          (3.25) 
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 Here the excitation force acting upon the inner race along y-direction is assumed to be 
the result of an imbalance force of the rotor, which is given by the expression: 
                                                      sin( * )u inf W F t                                           (3.26) 
Where W is the Radial load on the bearing and  Fu is the rotor imbalance force, 
                        
                                  
2* *u rotor inF m e                                       
 in  is the angular velocity of inner race and e is the eccentricity of the rotor center of 
mass along its geometric center of rotation.   
 
3.2 Equations of Motion for Non Linear Analysis of an Elliptical shape 
Inner race: 
The equations of motion for non-linear analysis of an elliptical inner race are same as that 
of non-linear analysis of circular inner race. 
Lagrangian Equation of Motion for Linear Analysis 
Equations of motion for the bearing system are derived by using Lagrangian equation. 
                                              
     
 ( )
d T T V
f
dt p p p
  
  
  
 
The kinetic energy and potential energy derived from inner race, outer race and roller can 
be differentiated with respect to j (j = 1, 2,……, Nb), xin and yin to obtain the equations 
of motion. 
3.2.1 Equation of Motion for j  
  3 2 2 2 2 3 33 3 3 3 0r j inr outr j inr j wir inr j wir outr j wor outr j wor in wir out worm k k k s k s k s k s k s k s                
                                                                                                       …………………   (3.27) 
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Where j = 1, 2, 3,…, Nb                                                                                                           
3.2.2 Equation of Motion for generalized coordinate inx  
                                                  ( )in r in inx inm m x k x f                                           (3.28) 
Here the excitation force acting upon the inner race along x-direction is assumed to be the 
result of an imbalance force of the rotor, which is given by the expression: 
                                                          cos( * )u inf F t                                              (3.29) 
Where Fu is the rotor imbalance force, 
                           
                               
2* *u rotor inF m e                                         
 in  is the angular velocity of inner race and e is the eccentricity of the rotor center of 
mass along its geometric center of rotation.  
 
3.2.3 Equation of Motion for generalized coordinate iny  
                          
                        ( )in r in iny inm m y k y f                                          (3.30)  
Here the excitation force acting upon the inner race along x-direction is assumed to be the 
result of an imbalance force of the rotor, which is given by the expression: 
                                                     sin( * )u inf W F t                                            (3.31) 
Where W is the Radial load on the bearing and  Fu is the rotor imbalance force, 
                        
                                  
2* *u rotor inF m e                                       
 in  is the angular velocity of inner race and e is the eccentricity of the rotor center of 
mass along its geometric center of rotation. 
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CHAPTER ІV 
 
PARAMETRIC STUDY 
 
 
Having derived the equations of motion and physical parameters of the bearing system, 
various configurations of physical parameters of the bearing system can be used to 
perform the parametric study to examine the influences of the parameters on the bearing 
vibratory behavior. There are several physical parameters which effect the vibrations in 
the bearing system. Some of the physical parameters are defined below. 
The parametric study is carried out for the bearing system for varying rotor speeds. 
Matlab is used to solve these equations of motion of a bearing with an inner race having 
geometric inaccuracies. The parametric studies are carried out in both linear and non-
linear systems. 
Results from this study are shown in the form of tables and graphs. 
Initial conditions: 
The initial displacement of all the rollers, displacement of inner race along x- and y- 
directions is set to be zeros and the initial horizontal and vertical velocities of inner race 
are set to be zeros.  
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4.1 Linear Analysis of a Bearing with Inner Race with Waviness 
For linear analysis of the bearing with inner race waviness, there are four parametric 
studies. 
 For parametric studies, the system parameters are, 
 PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-1 
PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-2 
PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-3 
PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-4 
rin(mm) 24 24 24 24 
rout(mm) 32 32 32 32 
rb(mm) 4 4 4 4 
Mr(grams) 30 30 30 30 
Min(grams) 200 200 200 200 
Mrotor(grams) 3000 3000 3000 3000 
N   -rpm 2000 2400 3000 4000 
Nwi 8 8 8 8 
Nwo 8 8 8 8 
iny   (mm)   0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 
outy  (mm)  0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 
e(eccentricity of 
rotor ,mm) 
0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 
W(radial load)N 0 0 0 0 
 
Table 4.1: Linear Parametric Study for Inner and Outer race Waviness 
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4.2 Linear Analysis of a Bearing with Elliptical Inner race 
For linear analysis of the bearing with elliptical inner race, there are four parametric 
studies. 
 For parametric studies, the system parameters are, 
 
 PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-1 
PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-2 
PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-3 
PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-4 
rin(mm) 24 24 24 24 
rout(mm) 32 32 32 32 
rb(mm) 4 4 4 4 
Mr(grams) 30 30 30 30 
Min(grams) 200 200 200 200 
Mrotor(grams) 3000 3000 3000 3000 
N   -rpm 2000 2400 3000 4000 
iny   (mm)   0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 
outy  (mm)  0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 
e(eccentricity of 
rotor, mm) 
0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 
W(radial load)N 0 0 0 0 
 
Table 4.2: Linear Parametric Study for Elliptical Shape Inner Race 
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4.3 Non-Linear Analysis of a Bearing with Inner Race with Waviness 
For non-linear analysis of the bearing with inner race waviness, there are four parametric 
studies. 
 For parametric studies, the system parameters are, 
 
 PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-1 
PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-2 
PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-3 
PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-4 
rin(mm) 24 24 24 24 
rout(mm) 32 32 32 32 
rb(mm) 4 4 4 4 
Mr(grams) 30 30 30 30 
Min(grams) 200 200 200 200 
Mrotor(grams) 3000 3000 3000 3000 
N   -rpm 2000 2400 3000 4000 
Nwi 8 8 8 8 
Nwo 8 8 8 8 
iny   (mm)   0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 
outy  (mm)  0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 
e(eccentricity of 
rotor, mm) 
0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 
W(radial load)N 0 0 0 0 
 
Table 4.3: Non-Linear Parametric Study for Inner and Outer race Waviness 
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 4.4 Non-Linear Analysis of a Bearing with Elliptical Inner race 
For non-linear analysis of the bearing with elliptical inner race, there are four parametric 
studies. 
 For parametric studies, the system parameters are, 
 
 PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-1 
PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-2 
PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-3 
PARAMETRIC 
STUDY-4 
rin(mm) 24 24 24 24 
rout(mm) 32 32 32 32 
rb(mm) 4 4 4 4 
Mr(grams) 30 30 30 30 
Min(grams) 200 200 200 200 
Mrotor(grams) 3000 3000 3000 3000 
N   -rpm 2000 2400 3000 4000 
iny   (mm)   0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 
outy  (mm)  0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 
e(eccentricity of 
rotor, mm) 
0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 
W(radial load)N 0 0 0 0 
     
Table 4.4: Non-Linear Parametric Study for Elliptical Shape Inner Race 
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4.5 Solution of Equations of Motion using MATLAB: 
The parametric study cases depicted in sections 4.1 to 4.4 were carried out using 
MATLAB. Appendices 01 to 04 of the thesis contain the MATLAB programs for these 
study cases. 
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CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
This work present a Lagrangian approach in deriving the equations of motion governing 
the dynamic behavior of a typical roller bearing that has geometric inaccuracies in its 
inner and outer races. These inaccuracies are modeled either as geometric surface 
waviness on the races, or as an elliptical shape inner race. 
 
The analysis presented in this work is divided in to the following cases: 
1) Linear Analysis 
 Geometric waviness on Inner and Outer race. 
 Elliptical shape Inner race. 
2) Non-linear Analysis 
 Geometric waviness on Inner and Outer race. 
 Elliptical shape Inner race. 
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Results for Linear Analysis of Inner Race with Waviness  
Inner race phase-plane diagram: 
Figure 5.1 through 5.8 shows the phase-plane diagrams of the inner race in response to 
the geometric inaccuracies of the inner and outer races for four different bearing speeds. 
These figures correspond to the parametric study of Table 4.1. See appendix 01 for 
MATLAB program. 
These figures shows that the maximum speed of the inner race vibrations first goes up 
from about 12 mm/sec to about 25 mm/sec when the bearing speed is increased from 
2000 rpm to 2400 rpm. Further increasing the bearing rotational speed from 2400 rpm to 
3000 rpm and to 4000 rpm results in a decrease in maximum inner race vibration speed. 
These variations of the inner race vibrations could be the result of a resonance 
phenomenon that could have a natural frequency at bearing speed of around 2400 rpm. 
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Figure 5.1 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Horizontal motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.1 
 
 
Figure 5.2 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Vertical motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.1  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Horizontal motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.2 
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Figure 5.4 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Vertical motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.2 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Horizontal motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.3 
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Figure 5.6 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Vertical motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.3  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7– Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Horizontal motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.4 
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Figure 5.8 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Vertical motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.4  
 
 
 
Inner Race Displacement vs Time 
Figure 5.9 through 5.16 shows the vibratory behavior of the inner race of the bearing for 
the same parametric study as of Table 4.1. These graphs correspond to the displacements 
of the inner race as a function of time. These figures also point out at the possibility of a 
resonance phenomenon at the bearing speed of 2400 rpm. 
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Figure 5.9 – Horizontal Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.1 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.10 – Vertical Displacement vs.. Time, Parametric Study No.1 
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Figure 5.11 – Horizontal Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12 – Vertical Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.2 
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Figure 5.13 – Horizontal Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.14 – Vertical Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.3 
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Figure 5.15 – Horizontal Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.4 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.16 – Vertical Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.4 
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Roller Radial Displacement vs Time 
Figures 5.17 through 5.24 show the radial displacements of all the 8 rollers of the bearing 
for two different times (0 to 0.4 seconds and 0 to 0.05 seconds). These figures show that 
the radial vibration of the balls moving over the surface wave tends to decrease as the 
speed of the bearing is increased from 2000 rpm to 4000 rpm. The inertia effects of the 
balls may explain this reduction for higher speeds.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.17 – Rollers Displacement vs.. Time, Parametric Study No.1 
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Figure 5.18 – Rollers Displacement vs.. Time, Parametric Study No.1-Close analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.19– Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.2 
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Figure 5.20 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.2-Close analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.21 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.3 
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Figure 5.22 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.3-Close analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.23 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.4 
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Figure 5.24 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.4-Close analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact Force between the Ball and Inner Race 
 
Figures 5.25 through 5.28 show the interacted contact force between the inner race and a 
typical roller, as a result of the surface waviness. It should be noted that the forces shown 
in these figures are in the absence of any other forces such as static bearing load, 
centrifugal force, or any shaft deflections. 
The trend of these forces corresponds to the radial vibrations depicted in figures 5.15 
through 5.24. Therefore, same inertia effects on the radial vibrations of the rollers at 
higher bearing speeds, this could explain the reduction of the contact force as the bearing 
speed increase. Look appendix 01a for MATLAB program for deriving Contact force. 
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Figure 5.25 – Contact Force vs. Time, Parametric Study No.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.26 – Contact Force vs. Time, Parametric Study No.2 
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Figure 5.27 – Contact Force vs. Time, Parametric Study No.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.28 – Contact Force vs. Time, Parametric Study No.4 
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Influence of External Static load on the Bearing 
Figures 5.29 through 5.32 show the force on the heaviest loaded roller for one cycle of its 
rotation about the center of bearing inner race. In these figures static load of 2000 lb is 
modeled to be applied on the bearing shaft (inner race). According to the load sharing 
principle in roller bearings half of the load is carried by the heaviest load roller, when the 
roller is directly under the line of action of the static load. Dynamic loads shown in 
figures 5.25 through 5.28 are negligible compared to the 1000lb static load on the 
heaviest loaded roller. Figure 5.29 through 5.32 shows that the bearing speed does not 
have any effect on the heaviest loaded roller during one cycle of its rotation around the 
inner race. Refer to appendix 01b for MATLAB program. 
 
 
Figure 5.29 – Forced Vibrations vs. Time, Parametric Study No.1 
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Figure 5.30 – Forced Vibrations vs. Time, Parametric Study No.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.31 – Forced Vibrations vs. Time, Parametric Study No.3 
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Figure 5.32 – Forced Vibrations vs. Time, Parametric Study No.4 
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Results for Linear Analysis of Inner Race with Elliptical Shape 
Roller Radial Displacement vs Time 
Figure 5.33 through 5.36 show the radial displacements of all the 8 rollers of the bearing 
for 0.035 seconds. These figures show that the radial vibration of the balls moving over 
the surface wave tends to decrease as the speed of the bearing is increased from 2000 rpm 
to 4000 rpm. The inertia effects of the balls may explain this reduction for higher speeds. 
These figures correspond to the parametric study of Table 4.2. See appendix 02 for 
MATLAB program. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.33 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.1 
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Figure 5.34 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.2-Close analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.35 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.3 
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Figure 5.36 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.4 
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Results for Non-Linear Analysis of Inner Race with Waviness 
Inner Race Phase-Plane diagram 
Figure 5.37 through 5.44 shows the phase-plane diagrams of the inner race in response to 
the geometric inaccuracies of the inner and outer races for four different bearing speeds. 
These figures correspond to the parametric study of Table 4.3. See appendix 03 for 
MATLAB program. 
These figures shows that the maximum speed of the inner race vibrations first goes up 
from about 12 mm/sec to about 25 mm/sec when the bearing speed is increased from 
2000 rpm to 2400 rpm. Further increasing the bearing rotational speed from 2400 rpm to 
3000 rpm and to 4000 rpm results in a decrease in maximum inner race vibration speed.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.37 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Horizontal motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.1 
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Figure 5.38 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Vertical motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.39 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Horizontal motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.2 
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Figure 5.40 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Vertical motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.41 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Horizontal motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.3 
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Figure 5.42 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Vertical motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.43 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Horizontal motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.4 
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Figure 5.44 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Vertical motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Roller Radial Displacement vs Time 
 
 
Figures 5.45 through 5.49 show the radial displacements of all the 8 rollers of the bearing 
with respect to time (0.04 seconds). These figures show that the radial vibration of the 
balls moving over the surface wave tends to decrease as the speed of the bearing is 
increased from 2000 rpm to 4000 rpm. The inertia effects of the balls may explain this 
reduction for higher speeds.  
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These figures shows that the maximum displacement of the rollers first goes down from  
about 2*10
-15
  to about  2*10
-16
  when the bearing speed is increased from 2000 rpm to 
3000 rpm. Further increasing the bearing rotational speed from 3000 rpm to 4000 rpm 
results in a increase in maximum displacement of the rollers. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.45 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.1 
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Figure 5.46 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.1-Close analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.47 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.2 
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Figure 5.48 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.49 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.4 
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Results for Non-Linear Analysis of Inner Race with Elliptical Shape 
Inner Race Phase-Plane diagram 
Figure 5.50 through 5.57 shows the phase-plane diagrams of the inner race in response to 
the geometric inaccuracies of the inner and outer races for four different bearing speeds. 
These figures correspond to the parametric study of Table 4.4. See appendix 04 for 
MATLAB program. 
These figures shows that the maximum speed of the inner race vibrations first goes up 
from about 12 mm/sec to about 25 mm/sec when the bearing speed is increased from 
2000 rpm to 2400 rpm. Further increasing the bearing rotational speed from 2400 rpm to 
3000 rpm and to 4000 rpm results in a decrease in maximum inner race vibration speed.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.50 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Horizontal motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.1 
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Figure 5.51 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Vertical motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.1 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.52 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Horizontal motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.2 
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Figure 5.53 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Vertical motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.2 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.54 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Horizontal motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.3 
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Figure 5.55 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Vertical motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.3 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.56 – Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Horizontal motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.4 
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Figure 5.57– Phase plane (Velocity vs. Disp) for the Vertical motion of the Inner 
race, Parametric Study No.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Roller Radial Displacement vs Time 
Figures 5.58 through 5.61 shows the radial displacements of all the 8 rollers of the 
bearing with respect to time (0.035 seconds). These figures show that the radial vibration 
of the balls moving over the surface wave doesn't change much as the speed of the 
bearing is increased from 2000 rpm to 4000 rpm.  
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Figure 5.58 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.1 
 
 
 
Figure 5.59 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.2 
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Figure 5.60 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.61 – Rollers Displacement vs. Time, Parametric Study No.4 
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5.1 Conclusion 
 
 This study shows that the geometric inaccuracies of the contacting surfaces of 
rolling bearings influence the vibratory behavior of the bearing.   
 
 The study shows that in presence radial static load, the additional loads induced 
by these geometric inaccuracies are negligible compare to the effects of the static 
load.     
 
 The study further shows that the inertia effects could reduce the vibration 
responses of the rolling elements caused by the geometric waviness on the 
surfaces of the inner and outer race of the bearing. In other words, the faster the 
bearing spins, the lower the level of vibrations caused by the surface waviness. 
That in turn causes the contact force between inner/outer races, induced by 
geometric inaccuracies, to decrease as the speed of the shaft is increased.  
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5.2 Contribution of the Thesis 
 Developed the Equations of Motion for the Roller Bearing System for linear and 
non-linear analysis. 
 Postulated geometric inaccuracies for the inner race with waviness and outer race. 
 Developed MATLAB programs to solve the Equations of Motion. 
 Study was carried out for linear and non-linear analysis and the system's vibratory 
behavior. 
 
5.3 Future Scope 
In this thesis the geometric inaccuracies of the bearing surfaces were assumed to be wavy 
shape and described by a sinusoidal function. A more realistic deviation from a perfect 
circle could be a surface pitting modeled by a sudden step change for a small 
circumferential interval, and then back to a circular shape.  
The future work in continuation of this study could proceed as: 
 
 Surface inaccuracies in the form of a surface pitting. 
 Surface fatigue life calculation on the ball or race. 
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0.1 Appendix 1 
MATLAB program for Linear Analysis on Inner race Waviness 
% The following MATLAB program calculates the vibrations in the bearing 
% For linear analysis of a circular inner race 
  
% start file 
    
%Define the function for the equations 
     
    function Zp = linearwaviness(t,Z)  
     
    %Defining Global co-ordinates for the equations 
     
    global  kin1 omega  
      
    %Radius of inner race mm 
 
    rin=24; 
     
    %radius of outer race mm 
 
    rout=32; 
     
    %radius of roller mm 
 
    rb=4; 
     
    %Mass of the rollers(8) grams 
 
     Mr=30; 
   
     %Mass of inner race grams 
 
    Min=200; 
      
    %Mass of rotor grams 
 
     Mrotor=3000; 
      
    %Number of waves on outer surface 
 
     Nwi=8; 
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    %number of waves on inner suface 
 
     Nwo=8; 
      
    %Speed of shaft rpm 
 
     N=2000; 
          
     %Angular velocity of roller/shaft 
      
     omega = 2*pi*N/60;       
      
     %Calculation for surface waviness 
      
     %Amplitude of Inner race and Outer race 
     
     ybarin = 0.00001; 
      
     ybarout =0.00001; 
               
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 1st roller 
 
     SWi1=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 1st roller 
 
     SWo1=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 2nd roller 
 
     SWi2=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+pi/4)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 2nd roller 
 
     SWo2=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+pi/4); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 3rd roller 
 
     SWi3=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+pi/2));      
    
   %Surface waviness of outer race at 3rd roller 
 
     SWo3=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+pi/2);   
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    %Surface waviness of inner race at 4th roller 
 
     SWi4=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+3*pi/4)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 4th roller 
 
     SWo4=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+3*pi/4); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 5th roller 
 
     SWi5=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+pi)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 5th roller 
 
     SWo5=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+pi); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 6th roller 
 
     SWi6=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+5*pi/4)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 6th roller 
 
     SWo6=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+5*pi/4); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 7th roller 
 
     SWi7=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+3*pi/2)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 7th roller 
 
     SWo7=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+3*pi/2); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 8th roller 
 
     SWi8=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+7*pi/4)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 8th roller 
 
     SWo8=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+7*pi/4); 
             
      
     %Deflection of 1st roller at inner race 
 
     C1=Z(1)-SWi1;         
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    %Deflection of 2nd roller at inner race 
 
     C2=Z(3)-SWi2; 
      
     %Deflection of 3rd roller at inner race 
 
     C3=Z(5)-SWi3; 
      
     %Deflection of 4th roller at inner race 
 
     C4=Z(7)-SWi4; 
      
     %Deflection of 5th roller at inner race 
 
     C5=Z(9)-SWi5; 
      
     %Deflection of 6th roller at inner race 
 
     C6=Z(11)-SWi6; 
      
     %Deflection of 7th roller at inner race 
 
     C7=Z(13)-SWi7; 
      
     %Deflection of 8th roller at inner race 
 
     C8=Z(15)-SWi8; 
      
     %Deflection of 1st roller at outer race 
 
     D1=Z(1)-SWo1; 
      
     %Deflection of 2nd roller at outer race 
 
     D2=Z(3)-SWo2;    
    
    %Deflection of 3rd roller at outer race 
 
     D3=Z(5)-SWo3; 
     %Deflection of 4th roller at outer race 
 
     D4=Z(7)-SWo4;    
     
    %Deflection of 5th roller at outer race 
 
     D5=Z(9)-SWo5; 
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     %Deflection of 6th roller at outer race 
 
     D6=Z(11)-SWo6; 
      
     %Deflection of 7th roller at outer race 
 
     D7=Z(13)-SWo7; 
      
     %Deflection of 8th roller at outer race 
 
     D8=Z(15)-SWo8; 
  
     %Stiffness of spring of spring at inner race N/mm 
 
     kin1=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C1)); 
     kin2=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C2)); 
     kin3=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C3)); 
     kin4=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C4)); 
     kin5=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C5)); 
     kin6=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C6)); 
     kin7=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C7)); 
     kin8=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C8)); 
  
  
     %Stiffness of spring of spring at outer race N/mm 
 
     kout1=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D1)); 
     kout2=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D2)); 
     kout3=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D3)); 
     kout4=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D4)); 
     kout5=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D5)); 
     kout6=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D6)); 
     kout7=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D7)); 
     kout8=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D8)); 
  
     
     %Stiffness of innerace spring in x direction N/mm  
 
     kirx = 7.055*10^7  
     
 
    %Stiffness of innerace spring in y direction N/mm  
 
     kiry = 7.055*10^7 
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     %eccentricity of rotor mm 
     e = 0.0005; 
      
     %Total imbalance force 
 
     Fu = Mrotor*e*omega^2; 
      
     %Radial load 
 
     W=0; 
         
    % Start of Equations of motion 
     
    %Equation of Motion for the 1st rolling element 
      
     A(1) = -(1/Mr)*((kin1+kout1)*Z(1)+kin1*SWi1 + kout1*SWo1); 
          
     %Equation of Motion for the 2nd rolling element 
      
     A(2) = -(1/Mr)*((kin2+kout2)*Z(3)+kin2*SWi2 + kout2*SWo2); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 3rd rolling element 
      
     A(3) = -(1/Mr)*((kin3+kout3)*Z(5)+kin3*SWi3+ kout3*SWo3); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 4th rolling element 
      
     A(4) = -(1/Mr)*((kin4+kout4)*Z(7)+kin4*SWi4 + kout4*SWo4);    
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 5th rolling element 
      
     A(5) = -(1/Mr)*((kin5+kout5)*Z(9)+kin5*SWi5+ kout5*SWo5);      
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 6th rolling element 
      
     A(6) = -(1/Mr)*((kin6+kout6)*Z(11)+kin6*SWi6 + kout6*SWo6); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 7th rolling element 
      
     A(7) = -(1/Mr)*((kin7+kout7)*Z(13)+kin7*SWi7+ kout7*SWo7); 
      
    %Equation of Motion for the 8th rolling element 
      
     A(8) = -(1/Mr)*((kin8+kout8)*Z(15)+kin8*SWi8 + kout8*SWo8); 
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     %Equation of Motion for generalized co-ordinate xin 
      
     A(9) = (1/(Min+Mr))*(Fu*sin(omega*t)-(kirx*Z(17))); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for generalized co-ordinate yin 
      
     A(10) = (1/(Min+Mr))*((W+Fu*cos(omega*t)-kiry*Z(19))); 
      
   
    
Zp=[Z(2);A(1);Z(4);A(2);Z(6);A(3);Z(8);A(4);Z(10);A(5);Z(12);A(6);Z(14);A(7);Z(16);
A(8);Z(18);A(9);Z(20);A(10)]; 
 
 
% End of Program 
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Appendix1a: 
 Matlab program to calculate the Contact Force 
% To calculate the contact force for linear analysis of inner with waviness 
 
% we have to call that program in this file 
  
[t,Z] = ode45(@linearwaviness,[0 0.033],[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]);                         
  
     %Radius of inner race mm 
     %rin=24; 
     
     %radius of outer race mm 
     %rout=32; 
     
     %radius of roller mm 
     %rb=4; 
     
     %Mass of the rollers(8) grams 
     Mr=30; 
   
     %Mass of inner race grams 
     Min=200;    
 
   
     %Mass of rotor grams 
     Mrotor=3000; 
      
     %Number of waves on outer surface 
     Nwi=8; 
      
     %number of waves on inner suface 
     Nwo=8; 
      
     %Speed of shaft rpm 
     N=3000; 
          
     %Angular velocity of roller/shaft      
     omega = 2*pi*N/60;  
      
      
     %Calculation for surface waviness 
     %Initial amplitude of Inner race and Outer race 
     
     ybarin =0.00001; 
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     ybarout =0.00001; 
               
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 1st roller 
     SWi1=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 1st roller 
     SWo1=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 2nd roller 
     SWi2=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+pi/4)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 2nd roller 
     SWo2=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+pi/4); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 3rd roller 
     SWi3=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+pi/2)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 3rd roller 
     SWo3=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+pi/2); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 4th roller 
     SWi4=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+3*pi/4)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 4th roller 
     SWo4=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+3*pi/4); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 5th roller 
     SWi5=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+pi)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 5th roller 
     SWo5=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+pi); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 6th roller 
     SWi6=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+5*pi/4)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 6th roller 
     SWo6=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+5*pi/4); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 7th roller 
     SWi7=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+3*pi/2)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 7th roller 
     SWo7=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+3*pi/2); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 8th roller 
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     SWi8=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+7*pi/4)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 8th roller 
     SWo8=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+7*pi/4);             
      
     %Deflection of 1st roller at inner race 
     C1=Z(1)-SWi1; 
      
     %Deflection of 2nd roller at inner race 
     C2=Z(3)-SWi2; 
      
     %Deflection of 3rd roller at inner race 
     C3=Z(5)-SWi3; 
      
     %Deflection of 4th roller at inner race 
     C4=Z(7)-SWi4; 
      
     %Deflection of 5th roller at inner race 
     C5=Z(9)-SWi5; 
      
     %Deflection of 6th roller at inner race 
     C6=Z(11)-SWi6; 
      
     %Deflection of 7th roller at inner race 
     C7=Z(13)-SWi7; 
      
     %Deflection of 8th roller at inner race 
     C8=Z(15)-SWi8; 
      
     %Deflection of 1st roller at outer race 
     D1=Z(1)-SWo1; 
      
     %Deflection of 2nd roller at outer race 
     D2=Z(3)-SWo2; 
      
     %Deflection of 3rd roller at outer race 
     D3=Z(5)-SWo3; 
      
     %Deflection of 4th roller at outer race 
     D4=Z(7)-SWo4; 
      
     %Deflection of 5th roller at outer race 
     D5=Z(9)-SWo5; 
      
     %Deflection of 6th roller at outer race 
     D6=Z(11)-SWo6; 
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     %Deflection of 7th roller at outer race 
     D7=Z(13)-SWo7; 
      
     %Deflection of 8th roller at outer race 
     D8=Z(15)-SWo8; 
  
     %Stiffness of spring of spring at inner race N/mm 
     kin1=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C1)); 
     kin2=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C2)); 
     kin3=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C3)); 
     kin4=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C4)); 
     kin5=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C5)); 
     kin6=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C6)); 
     kin7=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C7)); 
     kin8=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C8));  
  
     %Stiffness of spring of spring at outer race N/mm 
     kout1=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D1)); 
     kout2=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D2)); 
     kout3=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D3)); 
     kout4=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D4)); 
     kout5=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D5)); 
     kout6=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D6)); 
     kout7=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D7)); 
     kout8=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D8)); 
     
     %Stiffness of innerace spring in x direction N/mm  
     kirx = 7.055*10^7; 
      
     %Stiffness of innerace spring in y direDtion N/mm  
     kiry = 7.055*10^7; 
      
     %eccentricity of rotor mm 
     e = 0.0005; 
      
     %Total imbalance force 
     Fu = Mrotor*e*omega^2; 
      
     %Radial load     W=0;        
     
     %Contact Force 1st roller 
    CF1 = kin1*Z(1); 
    %Contact Force 2nd roller 
    CF2 = kin2*Z(3); 
    %Contact Force 3rd roller 
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    CF3 = kin3*Z(5); 
    %Contact Force 4th roller 
    CF4 = kin4*Z(7); 
    %Contact Force 5th roller 
    CF5 = kin5*Z(9); 
    %Contact Force 6th roller 
    CF6 = kin6*Z(11); 
    %Contact Force 7th roller 
    CF7 = kin7*Z(13); 
    %Contact Force for 8th roller 
    CF8 = kin8*Z(15);    
  
       
   %Graph of Contact force on 1st roller vs Time t 
    plot(t,CF1); 
     xlabel('Time t'); 
     ylabel('Contact force of 1st roller'); 
    legend('Contact force of 1st roller vs. Time'); 
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Appendix1b: 
 Matlab program to calculate the Force due to vibrations 
  % We defined global variables to extract kin1,omega ,t and Z(1) values 
    % from main M-file 
   
    global  teta Fstar kin1 omega Z 
   
    % Here we have to call the linear analysis of inner race waviness m-file 
    %to execute this file(appendix01) 
   
    % This program is used to determine the static load carried by the  
 
    %heaviest loaded ball in one of its cycle around the inner race, the  
 
    %maximum time for running the MATLAB program should be adjusted from  
  
    %0.03 seconbd to 0.025, 0.02, and 0.015 for bearing speeds of 2000 rpm,  
 
     %2400 rpm, 3000 rpm, and 4000 rpm respectively. 
   
     t=linspace(0,0.03,100); 
 
    [t,Z] = ode45(@linearwaviness,t,[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]);  
   
 
    % Force due to Vibrations 
   
    % Total static load on the bearing (Newton) 
   
    Wstotal=2000; 
    
    time = t; 
 
    % Angle of rotation of roller   
    teta = omega*t; 
        
     Fstar=(Z(1)*kin1)+(Wstotal*sin(teta))/2;  
  
    %Indexing is used to find the values of teta between 0 and pi 
    ind=find(teta<=pi); 
  
    for i=1:length(ind) 
      
    Fstar(i) = (Z(1)*kin1); 
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    end 
  
     plot(t,Fstar);  
 
    title('Linear Analysis of Inner Race with Waviness at 2000 rpm'); 
 
    xLabel ('Time t'); 
 
     yLabel('Force due to Vibrations on the 1st Roller Q') 
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0.2 Appendix 2 
MATLAB program for Linear Analysis on Elliptical Inner Race 
 
% The following MATLAB program calculates the vibrations in the bearing 
% For linear analysis of an Elliptical inner race 
  
% start file 
    
%Define the function for the equations 
     
     function Zp = linearelliptical (t , Z)  
 
   global  kin1 omega  
 
     %Radius of inner race mm 
 
     rin=24; 
     
     %radius of outer race mm 
 
     rout=32; 
     
     %radius of roller mm 
 
     rb=4; 
     
     %Mass of the rollers(8) grams 
 
     Mr=30; 
   
     %Mass of inner race grams 
 
     Min=200; 
      
     %Mass of rotor grams 
 
     Mrotor=3000;         
      
     %Speed of shaft rpm 
 
     N=2000;        
         
    %Angular velocity of roller/shaft 
      
     omega = 2*pi*N/60;       
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     %Calculation for surface waviness 
      
     %amplitude for inner race   
   
     ybarin =0.0001;   
      
     %Number of waves on inner race 
 
      Nwi=1; 
                    
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 1st roller 
 
     SWi1=ybarin*(1+sin(Nwi*omega*t));      
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 2nd roller 
 
     SWi2=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+pi/4)); 
     
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 3rd roller 
 
     SWi3=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+pi/2)); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 4th roller 
 
     SWi4=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+3*pi/4)); 
 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 5th roller 
 
     SWi5=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+pi)); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 6th roller 
 
     SWi6=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+5*pi/4)); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 7th roller 
 
     SWi7=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+3*pi/2)); 
     
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 8th roller 
 
     SWi8=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+7*pi/4));  
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    %Deflection of 1st roller at inner race 
 
     C1=Z(1)-SWi1; 
      
     %Deflection of 2nd roller at inner race 
 
     C2=Z(3)-SWi2; 
      
     %Deflection of 3rd roller at inner race 
 
     C3=Z(5)-SWi3; 
      
     %Deflection of 4th roller at inner race 
 
     C4=Z(7)-SWi4; 
      
     %Deflection of 5th roller at inner race 
 
     C5=Z(9)-SWi5; 
      
     %Deflection of 6th roller at inner race 
 
     C6=Z(11)-SWi6; 
      
     %Deflection of 7th roller at inner race 
 
     C7=Z(13)-SWi7; 
      
     %Deflection of 8th roller at inner race 
 
     C8=Z(15)-SWi8; 
      
     %Deflection of 1st roller at outer race 
 
     D1=Z(1); 
      
     %Deflection of 2nd roller at outer race 
 
     D2=Z(3); 
      
     %Deflection of 3rd roller at outer race 
 
     D3=Z(5);          
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    %Deflection of 4th roller at outer race 
 
     D4=Z(7); 
      
     %Deflection of 5th roller at outer race 
 
     D5=Z(9); 
      
     %Deflection of 6th roller at outer race 
 
     D6=Z(11); 
      
     %Deflection of 7th roller at outer race 
 
     D7=Z(13); 
      
     %Deflection of 8th roller at outer race 
 
     D8=Z(15); 
  
     %Stiffness of spring of spring at inner race N/mm 
 
     kin1=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C1)); 
     kin2=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C2)); 
     kin3=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C3)); 
     kin4=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C4)); 
     kin5=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C5)); 
     kin6=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C6)); 
     kin7=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C7)); 
     kin8=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C8)); 
  
  
     %Stiffness of spring of spring at outer race N/mm 
 
     kout1=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D1)); 
     kout2=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D2)); 
     kout3=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D3)); 
     kout4=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D4)); 
     kout5=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D5)); 
     kout6=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D6)); 
     kout7=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D7)); 
     kout8=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D8));        
 
     %Stiffness of innerace spring in x direction N/mm  
 
     kirx = 7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(Z(17))); 
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     %Stiffness of innerace spring in y direDtion N/mm  
 
     kiry = 7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(Z(19))); 
      
     %eccentricity of rotor mm 
 
     e = 0.0005; 
      
     %Total imbalance force 
 
     Fu = Mrotor*e*omega^2; 
      
     %Radial load 
 
     W=0;        
     
     
    %Equation of Motion for the 1st rolling element 
      
     A(1) = -(1/Mr)*((kin1+kout1)*Z(1)-kin1*SWi1); 
          
     %Equation of Motion for the 2nd rolling element 
      
     A(2) = -(1/Mr)*((kin2+kout2)*Z(3)-kin2*SWi2); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 3rd rolling element 
      
     A(3) = -(1/Mr)*((kin3+kout3)*Z(5)-kin3*SWi3);      
      
 
    %Equation of Motion for the 4th rolling element 
      
     A(4) = -(1/Mr)*((kin4+kout4)*Z(7)-kin4*SWi4);    
      
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 5th rolling element 
      
     A(5) = -(1/Mr)*((kin5+kout5)*Z(9)-kin5*SWi5); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 6th rolling element 
      
     A(6) = -(1/Mr)*((kin6+kout6)*Z(11)-kin6*SWi6); 
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    %Equation of Motion for the 7th rolling element 
      
     A(7) = -(1/Mr)*((kin7+kout7)*Z(13)-kin7*SWi7); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 8th rolling element 
      
     A(8) = -(1/Mr)*((kin8+kout8)*Z(15)-kin8*SWi8); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for generalized co-ordinate xin 
      
     A(9) = (1/(Min+Mr))*(Fu*sin(omega*t)-(kirx*Z(17))); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for generalized co-ordinate yin 
      
     A(10) = (1/(Min+Mr))*((W+Fu*cos(omega*t)-kiry*Z(19))); 
      
   
    
Zp=[Z(2);A(1);Z(4);A(2);Z(6);A(3);Z(8);A(4);Z(10);A(5);Z(12);A(6);Z(14);A(7);Z(16);
A(8);Z(18);A(9);Z(20);A(10)]; 
 
 
 
% END 
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0.3 Appendix 3 
MATLAB program for Non-Linear Analysis on Inner race Waviness 
   % The following MATLAB program calculates the vibrations in the bearing 
   % For Non- linear analysis of an inner race with Waviness 
  
   % start file 
    
  %Define the function for the equations 
 
    function Zp = nonlinearwaviness(t , Z)   
 
     global  kin1 omega  
   
     %Radius of inner race mm 
     
     rin=24; 
     
     %radius of outer race mm 
      
     rout=32; 
     
     %radius of roller 4mm  
     
     %Mass of the rollers(8) grams 
     
     Mr=30; 
   
     %Mass of inner race grams 
 
     Min=200; 
      
     %Mass of rotor grams 
 
     Mrotor=3000; 
      
     %Number of waves on outer surface 
 
     Nwi=8; 
      
     %number of waves on inner suface 
 
     Nwo=8;      
     
    %Speed of shaft rpm 
 
     N=4000;          
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     %Angular velocity of roller/shaft 
      
     omega = 2*pi*N/60;  
      
     %Calculation for surface waviness 
     
     ybarin =0.00001; 
      
     ybarout =0.00001; 
               
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 1st roller 
 
     SWi1=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 1st roller 
 
     SWo1=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 2nd roller 
 
     SWi2=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+pi/4)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 2nd roller 
 
     SWo2=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+pi/4); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 3rd roller 
 
     SWi3=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+pi/2)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 3rd roller 
 
     SWo3=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+pi/2); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 4th roller 
 
     SWi4=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+3*pi/4));      
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 4th roller 
 
     SWo4=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+3*pi/4); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 5th roller 
     SWi5=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+pi));     
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     %Surface waviness of outer race at 5th roller 
 
     SWo5=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+pi); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 6th roller 
 
     SWi6=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+5*pi/4)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 6th roller 
 
     SWo6=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+5*pi/4); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 7th roller 
 
     SWi7=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+3*pi/2)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 7th roller 
 
     SWo7=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+3*pi/2); 
 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 8th roller 
 
     SWi8=ybarin*(sin(Nwi*omega*t+7*pi/4)); 
 
     %Surface waviness of outer race at 8th roller 
 
     SWo8=ybarout*sin(Nwo*omega*t+7*pi/4);          
      
     %Deflection of 1st roller at inner race 
 
     C1=Z(1)-SWi1; 
      
   
   %Deflection of 2nd roller at inner race 
 
     C2=Z(3)-SWi2; 
      
     %Deflection of 3rd roller at inner race 
 
     C3=Z(5)-SWi3; 
      
     %Deflection of 4th roller at inner race 
 
     C4=Z(7)-SWi4; 
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     %Deflection of 5th roller at inner race 
 
     C5=Z(9)-SWi5; 
      
     %Deflection of 6th roller at inner race 
 
     C6=Z(11)-SWi6; 
      
     %Deflection of 7th roller at inner race 
 
     C7=Z(13)-SWi7; 
      
     %Deflection of 8th roller at inner race 
 
     C8=Z(15)-SWi8; 
      
     %Deflection of 1st roller at outer race 
 
     D1=Z(1)-SWo1; 
      
     %Deflection of 2nd roller at outer race 
 
     D2=Z(3)-SWo2; 
      
     %Deflection of 3rd roller at outer race 
 
     D3=Z(5)-SWo3; 
      
     %Deflection of 4th roller at outer race 
 
     D4=Z(7)-SWo4; 
      
     %Deflection of 5th roller at outer race 
 
     D5=Z(9)-SWo5; 
      
     %Deflection of 6th roller at outer race 
 
     D6=Z(11)-SWo6; 
      
     %Deflection of 7th roller at outer race 
 
     D7=Z(13)-SWo7; 
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     %Deflection of 8th roller at outer race 
 
     D8=Z(15)-SWo8; 
  
     %Stiffness of spring of spring at inner race N/mm 
 
     kin1=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C1)); 
     kin2=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C2)); 
     kin3=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C3)); 
     kin4=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C4)); 
     kin5=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C5)); 
     kin6=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C6)); 
     kin7=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C7)); 
     kin8=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C8)); 
  
     %Stiffness of spring of spring at outer race N/mm 
 
     kout1=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D1)); 
     kout2=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D2)); 
     kout3=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D3)); 
     kout4=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D4)); 
     kout5=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D5)); 
     kout6=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D6)); 
     kout7=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D7)); 
     kout8=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D8));    
            
    %Stiffness of innerace spring in x direction N/mm  
 
     kirx = 7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(Z(17))); 
      
     %Stiffness of innerace spring in y direDtion N/mm 
  
     kiry = 7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(Z(19))); 
      
     %eccentricity of rotor mm 
 
     e = 0.0005; 
      
     %total imbalance force 
 
     Fu = Mrotor*e*omega^2; 
      
     
    %Radial Load 
     W=0; 
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    %Equations of Motion for roller and inner race are: 
      
      
    %Equation of Motion for the 1st rolling element 
      
     A(1) = -(1/Mr)*((kin1+kout1)*Z(1)^3- 3*Z(1)^2*(kin1*SWi1+kout1*SWo1)+ 
 
              3*Z(1)*(kin1*SWi1^2+kout1*SWo1^2)-kin1*SWi1^3-kout1*SWo1^3); 
          
    %Equation of Motion for the 2nd rolling element 
      
    A(2) = -(1/Mr)*((kin2+kout2)*Z(3)^3-3*Z(3)^2*(kin2*SWi2+kout2*SWo2)+ 
 
             3*Z(3)*(kin2*SWi2^2+kout2*SWo2^2)-kin2*SWi2^3-kout2*SWo2^3); 
      
    %Equation of Motion for the 3rd rolling element 
      
     A(3) = -(1/Mr)*((kin3+kout3)*Z(5)^3-3*Z(5)^2*(kin3*SWi3+kout3*SWo3)+ 
 
              3*Z(5)*(kin3*SWi3^2+kout3*SWo3^2)-kin3*SWi3^3-kout3*SWo3^3); 
      
 
 
    %Equation of Motion for the 4th rolling element 
      
     A(4) = -(1/Mr)*((kin4+kout4)*Z(7)^3-3*Z(7)^2*(kin4*SWi4+kout4*SWo4)+ 
 
               3*Z(7)*(kin4*SWi4^2+kout4*SWo4^2)-kin4*SWi4^3-kout4*SWo4^3);   
      
  
    %Equation of Motion for the 5th rolling element 
      
     A(5) = -(1/Mr)*((kin5+kout5)*Z(9)^3-3*Z(9)^2*(kin5*SWi5+kout5*SWo5)+ 
 
               3*Z(9)*(kin5*SWi5^2+kout5*SWo5^2)-kin5*SWi5^3-kout5*SWo5^3); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 6th rolling element 
      
     A(6) = -(1/Mr)*((kin6+kout6)*Z(11)^3-3*Z(11)^2*(kin6*SWi6+kout6*SWo6)+ 
 
                   3*Z(11)*(kin6*SWi6^2+kout6*SWo6^2)-kin6*SWi6^3-kout6*SWo6^3); 
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    %Equation of Motion for the 7th rolling element 
      
    A(7) = -(1/Mr)*((kin7+kout7)*Z(13)^3-3*Z(13)^2*(kin7*SWi7+kout7*SWo7)+ 
 
                3*Z(13)*(kin7*SWi7^2+kout7*SWo7^2)-kin7*SWi7^3-kout7*SWo7^3); 
      
    %Equation of Motion for the 8th rolling element 
      
     A(8) = -(1/Mr)*((kin8+kout8)*Z(15)^3-3*Z(15)^2*(kin8*SWi8+kout8*SWo8)+ 
 
                  3*Z(15)*(kin8*SWi8^2+kout8*SWo8^2)-kin8*SWi8^3-kout8*SWo8^3); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for generalized co-ordinate xin 
      
     A(9) = (1/(Min+Mr))*(Fu*sin(omega*t)-(kirx*Z(17))); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for generalized co-ordinate yin 
      
     A(10) = (1/(Min+Mr))*((W+Fu*cos(omega*t)-kiry*Z(19))); 
                                         
   
    
Zp=[Z(2);A(1);Z(4);A(2);Z(6);A(3);Z(8);A(4);Z(10);A(5);Z(12);A(6);Z(14);A(7);Z(16);
A(8);Z(18);A(9);Z(20);A(10)]; 
 
%END 
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0.4 Appendix 4 
MATLAB program for Non-Linear Analysis on Elliptical Inner Race 
   % The following MATLAB program calculates the vibrations in the bearing 
   % For Non- linear analysis of an Elliptical race with Waviness 
  
   % start file 
    
  %Define the function for the equations 
 
     function Zp = nonlinearelliptical (t,Z) 
    
     global  kin1 omega 
   
     %Radius of inner race mm 
 
     rin=24; 
     
     %radius of outer race mm 
 
     rout=32; 
     
     %radius of roller  
 
      rb=4mm  
     
     %Mass of the rollers(8) grams 
 
     Mr=30; 
   
     %Mass of inner race grams 
 
     Min=200; 
      
     %Mass of rotor grams 
 
     Mrotor=3000; 
      
     %Speed of shaft rpm 
 
     N=4000;       
     
    %Angular velocity of roller/shaft 
      
     omega = 2*pi*N/60;  
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     %Calculation for surface waviness 
    
     %amplitude for inner race 
     
     ybarin =0.0001;   
      
     %Number of waves on inner race 
 
      Nwi=1; 
                    
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 1st roller 
 
     SWi1=ybarin*(1+sin(Nwi*omega*t));      
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 2nd roller 
 
     SWi2=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+pi/4)); 
     
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 3rd roller 
 
     SWi3=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+pi/2)); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 4th roller 
 
     SWi4=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+3*pi/4)); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 5th roller 
 
     SWi5=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+pi)); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 6th roller 
 
     SWi6=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+5*pi/4)); 
      
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 7th roller 
 
     SWi7=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+3*pi/2)); 
     
     %Surface waviness of inner race at 8th roller 
 
     SWi8=ybarin*(1+sin((Nwi*omega*t)+7*pi/4)); 
      
     % Surface waviness of outer race for all 8 rollers 
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    %Surface waviness of outer race at 1st roller 
             SWo1=0; 
 
    %Surface waviness of outer race at 2nd roller 
             SWo2=0; 
 
    %Surface waviness of outer race at 3rd roller 
             SWo3=0; 
 
    %Surface waviness of outer race at 4th roller 
 
             SWo4=0; 
 
    %Surface waviness of outer race at 5th roller 
 
             SWo5=0; 
 
    %Surface waviness of outer race at 6th roller 
 
             SWo6=0; 
 
    %Surface waviness of outer race at 7th roller 
 
             SWo7=0; 
 
    %Surface waviness of outer race at 8th roller 
 
             SWo8=0; 
              
      
     %Deflection of 1st roller at inner race 
 
     C1=Z(1)-SWi1; 
      
     %Deflection of 2nd roller at inner race 
 
     C2=Z(3)-SWi2; 
      
     
     %Deflection of 3rd roller at inner race 
 
     C3=Z(5)-SWi3; 
      
     %Deflection of 4th roller at inner race 
 
     C4=Z(7)-SWi4; 
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     %Deflection of 5th roller at inner race 
 
     C5=Z(9)-SWi5; 
      
     %Deflection of 6th roller at inner race 
 
     C6=Z(11)-SWi6; 
      
     %Deflection of 7th roller at inner race 
 
     C7=Z(13)-SWi7; 
      
     %Deflection of 8th roller at inner race 
 
     C8=Z(15)-SWi8; 
      
     %Deflection of 1st roller at outer race 
 
     D1=Z(1); 
      
     %Deflection of 2nd roller at outer race 
 
     D2=Z(3); 
      
     %Deflection of 3rd roller at outer race 
 
     D3=Z(5); 
      
     %Deflection of 4th roller at outer race 
 
     D4=Z(7); 
      
     %Deflection of 5th roller at outer race 
 
     D5=Z(9); 
      
     %Deflection of 6th roller at outer race 
 
     D6=Z(11); 
      
     %Deflection of 7th roller at outer race 
 
     D7=Z(13); 
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    %Deflection of 8th roller at outer race 
 
     D8=Z(15); 
  
     %Stiffness of spring of spring at inner race N/mm 
 
     kin1=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C1)); 
     kin2=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C2)); 
     kin3=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C3)); 
     kin4=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C4)); 
     kin5=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C5)); 
     kin6=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C6)); 
     kin7=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C7)); 
     kin8=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(C8)); 
  
     %Stiffness of spring of spring at outer race N/mm 
 
     kout1=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D1)); 
     kout2=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D2)); 
     kout3=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D3)); 
     kout4=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D4)); 
     kout5=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D5)); 
     kout6=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D6)); 
     kout7=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D7)); 
     kout8=7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(D8));     
  
      
     %Stiffness of innerace spring in x direction N/mm  
 
     kirx = 7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(Z(17))); 
      
     %Stiffness of innerace spring in y direDtion N/mm  
 
     kiry = 7.055*10^7*sqrt(abs(Z(19))); 
     %eccentricity of rotor mm 
 
     e = 0.0005; 
      
     %total imbalance force 
 
     Fu = Mrotor*e*omega^2; 
      
     %Radial Load 
     W=0; 
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     %Equation of Motion for the 1st rolling element 
      
     A(1) = -(1/Mr)*((kin1+kout1)*Z(1)^3-3*Z(1)^2*(kin1*SWi1+kout1*SWo1)+ 
 
               3*Z(1)*(kin1*SWi1^2+kout1*SWo1^2)-kin1*SWi1^3-kout1*SWo1^3); 
          
     %Equation of Motion for the 2nd rolling element 
      
     A(2) = -(1/Mr)*((kin2+kout2)*Z(3)^3-3*Z(3)^2*(kin2*SWi2+kout2*SWo2)+ 
 
               3*Z(3)*(kin2*SWi2^2+kout2*SWo2^2)-kin2*SWi2^3-kout2*SWo2^3); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 3rd rolling element 
      
     A(3) = -(1/Mr)*((kin3+kout3)*Z(5)^3-3*Z(5)^2*(kin3*SWi3+kout3*SWo3)+ 
 
                3*Z(5)*(kin3*SWi3^2+kout3*SWo3^2)-kin3*SWi3^3-kout3*SWo3^3); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 4th rolling element 
      
     A(4) = -(1/Mr)*((kin4+kout4)*Z(7)^3-3*Z(7)^2*(kin4*SWi4+kout4*SWo4)+ 
 
                3*Z(7)*(kin4*SWi4^2+kout4*SWo4^2)-kin4*SWi4^3-kout4*SWo4^3);   
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 5th rolling element 
      
     A(5) = -(1/Mr)*((kin5+kout5)*Z(9)^3-3*Z(9)^2*(kin5*SWi5+kout5*SWo5)+ 
 
                3*Z(9)*(kin5*SWi5^2+kout5*SWo5^2)-kin5*SWi5^3-kout5*SWo5^3); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 6th rolling element 
      
     A(6) = -(1/Mr)*((kin6+kout6)*Z(11)^3-3*Z(11)^2*(kin6*SWi6+kout6*SWo6)+ 
 
                  3*Z(11)*(kin6*SWi6^2+kout6*SWo6^2)-kin6*SWi6^3-kout6*SWo6^3); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for the 7th rolling element 
      
     A(7) = -(1/Mr)*((kin7+kout7)*Z(13)^3-3*Z(13)^2*(kin7*SWi7+kout7*SWo7)+ 
 
                  3*Z(13)*(kin7*SWi7^2+kout7*SWo7^2)-kin7*SWi7^3-kout7*SWo7^3); 
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     %Equation of Motion for the 8th rolling element 
      
     A(8) = -(1/Mr)*((kin8+kout8)*Z(15)^3-3*Z(15)^2*(kin8*SWi8+kout8*SWo8)+ 
 
                    3*Z(15)*(kin8*SWi8^2+kout8*SWo8^2)-kin8*SWi8^3-kout8*SWo8^3); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for generalized co-ordinate xin 
      
     A(9) = (1/(Min+Mr))*(Fu*sin(omega*t)-(kirx*Z(17))); 
      
     %Equation of Motion for generalized co-ordinate yin 
      
     A(10) = (1/(Min+Mr))*((W+Fu*cos(omega*t)-kiry*Z(19))); 
                                         
   
    
Zp=[Z(2);A(1);Z(4);A(2);Z(6);A(3);Z(8);A(4);Z(10);A(5);Z(12);A(6);Z(14);A(7);Z(16);
A(8);Z(18);A(9);Z(20);A(10)]; 
 
 
 
 
%END 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
